Take a Pop... 

...Share a Smile

A FREE Program For Your Treatment Center
Children with cancer face many challenges. Of them, one of the greatest is treatment side effects. Invasive, toxic therapies can cause painful mouth sores, which make eating, drinking, and even speaking difficult. Ice pops are often used to ease the pain of some fun into a pretty serious situation!

Jel Sert, maker of Fla-Vor-Ice and Otter Pops, has partnered with the American Childhood Cancer Organization to donate freezers and a continuous supply of delicious freezer pops to childhood cancer treatment centers across the United States. This program is called *Take a Pop...Share a Smile.*

"The patients and families are very excited about the popsicles, and the design on the freezer is very friendly and colorful. It is amazing that something as simple as popsicles can make a child happy and help them get through a tough time." -Inova Fairfax Hospital for Children

**Freezer Dimensions:**
- Assembled Depth: 22 in
- Assembled Height: 33.25 in
- Height With Lid Open 90°: 53 in
- Assembled Width: 28.31 in
- Weight: 79 lbs.

**Freezer Features:**
- Adjustable Temperature Control
- Lift-out Bulk Storage Basket
- Drain
- ETL Safety Listed
- Energy Consumption: 240 kWh/year
- Capacity: 5.0 ft³

**Other Details:**
- The freezer and product are free.
- Each freezer is donated with a start-up supply of 2000 ice pops.
- Jel Sert will handle re-stocking product and all maintenance.

**Please direct questions or comments to:** amasso@acco.org or smodaff@jelsert.com
We would love to add you to the map!
"I just want to update you on how the your freezer pop program is going in our outpatient clinic. Many of our patients absolutely LOVE choosing a freezer pop when they come to clinic for lab draws and/or chemotherapy treatment. For some, it has become a highlight of their visit. :) The colorfully decorated freezer really catches their eye and brings joy and light-heartedness to the clinic. It’s amazing how something so simple can make such a difference for children who are going through such a difficult time in their lives........even the teenagers enjoy it! :) The freezer pops have brought to our clinic an element of child-like happiness and a reminder that simple pleasures are sometimes the best. Thank you very much for facilitating such a wonderful program...you have made a difference!"

-Sutter Medical Center

"Thank you very much for including us in the "Take a Pop ... Share a Smile" program. The reception by staff and patients has been instantaneous and enthusiastic. The pops are a ready source of oral rehydration and just plain fun for the children we see here. The colorful box adds a whimsical look to our sometimes overly clinical decor. Families are so appreciative of the little things that can brighten a sick child’s visit to the doctor. It’s funny that something so cold can "break the ice" and let us see the child acting more like himself because now there’s some fun going on."

- University of Virginia Health System

"The patients and families are very excited about the popsicles, and the design on the freezer is very friendly and colorful. It is amazing that something as simple as popsicles can make a child happy and help them get through a tough time."

-Inova Fairfax Hospital for Children
Hospital Feedback

“We are very pleased to have received our freezer and ice pops! Our Peds dept is just tickled with the freezer and our patients are enjoying the freeze pops! Thank you again!!!”

-Marchfield Clinic

“Well I have to say the Freezer with the ice pops have been a HUGE hit at the hospital, and we are almost out of our start up supply. Thank you!”

-Rocky Mountain Children’s Health Foundation

“This is the greatest thing going! The kids absolutely love the ice pops!”

-Georgetown University Hospital